
Single-Channel PID Controller series 4006 

 
 2 rows x 4 digits LED display and keypad 

 Analog inputs – all input types possible on request:  
- RTD Pt100 – 3-wire connection, 
type DIN 43 760 or GOST 6651-78 
- Thermocouple type: 

 J, S, B, K - with built-in cold junction 
temperature compensation 

- Current input 0-20 mA or 4-20 mA DC 

- Voltage input 0-10V DC 

 Integrated programmable additive correction of the 
measured value 

 Two (up to 4) programmable discrete outputs – open 
collectors (OUT1 & OUT2) for control of heaters or 
alternatively valves 

 Two (up to 4) programmable relay outputs (OUT3 & 
OUT4) for High / Low alarm limit or ON/OFF control 

 Optional: Current output 4-20mA – passive, galvanic 
isolated 

 Optional: Build-in galvanic isolated loop power 
supply 24 V DC 

 Manual and automatic modes 

 AT and RAMP functions 
 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION  

 The 4006 series PID process controller has been developed for the purpose of measurement and 

control of parameters of technological processes. In standard operating mode the measured actual process 

value is indicated on the upper 4-digit display row (PV) and the set value - on the lower row (SV) in real 

physical units. By input type Pt100 or TC in case of failure of the input circuits (sensor fault, short circuit or 

disconnected wires), a notification "Err" appears on the PV display. Accordingly all output relays become 

switched off. By input type current or voltage the device can’t register on the display an eventual failure of 

the input circuit (short circuit or disconnected wires). In such case the relays remain in the state they were 

before the fault appeared. In case of detected additive error by measurements, there is a menu option for 

additive error correction in the form of a chosen signed value, which will be added to the measured one. 

 Any activated output is indicated by a lighted up LED: R1, R2, R3 or R4. 

When the output (relay, open collector, etc.) is configured as an ON/OFF controller, it gets triggered 

when the measured process value goes below the set limit minus hysteresis and gets deactivated after 

exceeding the limit. 

Each of the relay outputs could be programmed either for alarm action (High or Low limit), or for 

ON/OFF control action with user adjustable values of control level and hysteresis. When the relay output is 

configured as High limit level, it is triggered when the actual process value exceeds the level setpoint, and 

resets when the process value falls below the limit minus hysteresis. If the input is configured as Low limit 

level, it is triggered when the process value is below the limit level, and resets when the limit plus hysteresis 

is exceeded. There is a possibility to set some delay on triggering for every limit relay (up to 999 seconds). 

There is an option of a 2-wire galvanic isolated 4÷20 mA DC current output - passive and 

proportional to the process value. 

On request there can be integrated also a galvanic isolated 24 VDC power supply for an external 

transmitter. 
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The following measuring ranges could be set via the keypad: 

- for current input 0-20mA or 4-20mA (other on request) 

- for voltage input 0-10V (other on request) 

- for RTD input Pt100 (other RTD types on request)* 

- for TC type "J", "S", “B” or "K" 

* - the measuring ranges for those measuring inputs should be set within the ranges listed in the basic 

specifications in the table bellow. The producer guarantees the accuracy of the measurement only within the 

measuring ranges listed bellow. 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Power supply 230V AC (130-250V), < 6 VA 

Measuring input types and ranges RTD: 3-wire connection: 

- Pt100 (DIN 43760 or GOST 6651-78) - range from 0 to +600 °C; 

TC: 2-wire connection: 

 Type J - range from 0 to +600 °C 

 Type K - range from 0 to +1200 °C 

 Type S - range from 0 to +1600 °C 

Current input 0-20 mA or 4-20 mA DC 

Voltage input 0-10V DC 

Accuracy < 0.25 % FS  1 digit - for current, voltage and RTD input 

< 0.5% FS  1 digit – for TC 

Ambient temperature 0 . . . 23С . . .55 C 

Resolution Depends on the set range: 0.1 or 1C 

Digital display - 2 rows x 4 digits main LED display 

- 4 LEDs for operating mode indication 

Optional: auxiliary power supply 

for transmitter 
24V DC  2V, 40mA, galvanic isolated 

Outputs Up to 4:  1.SPDT 5A/250VAC relay 

               2.Open collector 12V\30mA 

Optional: current output 4 – 20 mA, galvanic isolated, passive 

Mounting  Panel mountable (cutout 44x92 mm) 

Dimensions 48 х 96 х 135mm 

Weight < 0.5 kg 

Protection degree IP 30 

 

 

Mounting - vertically on a panel with cutout 44 х 92 mm; 
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CONNECTION SCHEME 
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Terminal No Description 

1,2 Power supply 230V AC (130-250V), < 6 VA 

3,4,,5 OUT 1:  1. Relay output: terminals 3, 4 (Normally Open)  4,5 (Normally Closed) 

               2. Open collector: terminals 3(+), 4(-)   

6,7,8 OUT 2:  1. Relay output: terminals 6, 7 (Normally Open)  7,8 (Normally Closed) 

               2. Open collector: terminals 6(+), 7(-)   

9,10,11 OUT 3:  Relay output: terminals 9, 10 (Normally Open)  10,11 (Normally Closed)    

12,13,14 OUT 4:  Relay output: terminals 12, 13 (Normally Open)  13,14 (Normally Closed) 

15,16 Built-in galvanic isolated power supply 24 VDC. Terminals: 15 is „-”, 16 is „+”. 

17,18,19 Current output 4–20 mA, galvanic isolated, passive – required additional power supply 

20,21 Current input 4-20 mA : terminals 21(+), 20(-) 

20,22 Voltage input: terminals 22(+), 20(-) 

23,24,25 Input Pt100: terminals  „24” and „25” are the combined pair of the 3-wire connection 

26,27 Input TC: terminals 27(+), 26(-) 
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Example for connection of the current input 
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Example for connection of the current output 
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PASSIVE
TRANSMITTER
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Example of using the built-in power supply for passive transmitter connection 

 

 

Auto – Tune function (AT): 
 

The operator can start via the keypad a simple automatic identification of a given object. The 

identification procedure is “relay feedback identification”. An ON/OFF control action around the SP is used 

to identify the object’s properties (ultimate gain, ultimate period), and then to calculate the optimal (if it is 

possible) PID parameters. The identification procedure is shown on the figure below. The object has to be 

with constant parameters and without any load disturbances during the identification. Accordingly it should 

be tuned under constant conditions. 

Because of the partial information used by this identification procedure and the non-linearity of 

temperature processes there is a chance of getting non-acceptable PID parameter results. Therefore the 

operator can alter the results according to his specific needs. The integrated tuning method could be 

successful even when processes have a relatively long dead time. It is recommended to choose as a setpoint 

(temperature, around which the tuning is performed) a value closer to the working set value, but if it is too 

close to the span of measurement range, there can result too high temperature values which could be 

unacceptable and prevent the successful auto-tuning completion. In such case should be chosen in advance a 

lower setpoint. After reaching a state of stable disturbances the controller calculates and saves the optimal 

PID parameters. Then the display should stop blinking and the controller should enter a standard operation 

mode. The identification procedure can be stopped manually if there are undesirable effects. 

 

SP

t C 
o

Controller
output

Time

PID ON/OFF

End Of Identification. Calculation 
of the PID parameters

 

 

Turning on the Ramp function of the controller 

 

In order to minimize the overshoot by the initial start of the controller there is an integrated RAMP 

function, which utilizes a lower setpoint in the beginning of the control process (SP - diFF). In order to 

activate it the operator should enter the following parameters via the keypad: 
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 diFF – difference between the real working setpoint SP and the initial one, from which 

should start the setpoint increase 

 Hist – hysteresis of the initial setpoint 

 SPrt – time period from the initial setpoint SP - diFF until reaching the real SP. 

 

By the start of the control process if the controlled value is very low - then the controller will first try 

to reach the artificial setpoint SPart, equal to the real setpoint SP minus diFF (SPart = SP - diFF). When 

the controlled value reaches SPart minus hysteresis Hist (SPart - Hist), the setpoint starts increasing until 

reaching the real setpoint SP. The time for increase between SPart and SP is set by the operator - SPrt. 
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Approximately the value of diFF can be chosen to be equal to the value of overshoot by the initial 

start, while the time SPrt is highly dependent on the actual PID settings and the object. The RAMP function 

gets activated again every time when the controlled value falls under the set SPart and also by switching 

from manual to automatic mode if the PV is too low. 

 

 

Configuration as Alarm output relays: 

For the proper functioning of each alarm output relay should be set the following 3 parameters: 

1. The setpoint value of the measured quantity, which triggers the relay (SPx)  

2. The hysteresis of triggering the relay (HStx).  

3. Type of Alarm Limit (Lx) – High or Low alarm level. 
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The way the alarm output relays work is shown on Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 PV

HiSt-hysteresis

SPAL- SetPoint

High Alarm Limit

time

Relay is ON

Relay is OFF

 
 

 

When the Alarm relay is configured as High Limit: 

- The relay is switched on when  PVx > SPx 

- The relay is switched off when PVx  SPx – HStx 

 

 

PVx – Process Variable for channel x 

SPx – Set-Point for relay output x 

HStx – Hysteresis for relay output x 

 

 

 PV

HiSt -hysteresis

SPAL- Set Point

Low Alarm Limit

Time

Relay is ON

Relay is OFF

 

 

 

When the Alarm relay is configured as Low Limit: 

- The relay is ON when PVx <  SPx 

- The relay is OFF when PVx  SPx + HStx 

 

 

Configuration as Оn/Off control relays: 

For the proper functioning of each On/Off output relay should be set the same parameters as by 

alarm relays, but the triggering method is different: 

1. The setpoint value of the measured quantity, which triggers the relay (SPx)  

2. The hysteresis of triggering the relay (HStx).  

3. Type of triggering level (Lx) – High or Low Limit (Heating or Cooling) 
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The way an On/Off control relay commutates is shown on Figure 3 and Figure 4: 

 

 PV

h-hysteresis

SP- Set Point

High Limit Level

time

Relay is ON

Relay is OFF

 

A typical application of a High Limit Level ON/OFF control action is the heating process control. 

When the temperature is above the SP the relay output is not active and there is no heating. The heating 

begins when the temperature falls below the SP minus hysteresis (SPx - HStx). 
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A typical application of a Low Limit Level ON/OFF control action is a temperature process controlled 

with cooling. When the temperature is below the SP the cooling is OFF. When the PV (temperature) is 

above SP plus hysteresis (SPx + HStx) the relay output is activated and the cooling is started. 

 

Manual and automatic mode  
 

The transition between automatic and manual mode and vice versa is accomplished by pressing and 

holding the ENT key for about 2 sec. 

 

1. Automatic Mode – the LED A/M’ is not illuminated. In this mode the control action is automatically 

calculated on the base of measured process value, setpoint and PID parameters. 

2. Manual Mode – the LED ‘A/M’ is blinking. In this mode the controller shows on the PV display the 

measured process variable, and the SV display indicates a preliminary calculated control action. It can be 

adjusted by pressing the keys  or in the range 0 to 100%. By a single pressing of keys  or , the 

control action is changed by 0,1%, and by holding the keys it changes with a step of 1%. This mode is 

suitable for an initial setting of the working mode of an object and testing the executive peripheral devices. 

Pressing the key ENT should switch the controller back to automatic mode. 
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CONFIGURING THE CONTROLLER 

 

Standard display mode: 

 

When the controller is switched on the display enters its standard mode. The currently measured 

process variable is shown on the PV display. The assigned Set-Point is shown on the lower SV display. The 

caption Err appears blinking on the upper display row when there is an error in the input circuit (connection 

fault or sensor burnout). The same caption appears also when the measured process value gets far below or 

above the range limits. Illuminated LED indicates that the normally open output relay contact is energized. 

Blinking LED indicates that the output relay is currently in its dead time. 

  

Configuring the Setpoint (SP) 

 

Press the key MODE when in standard display mode to enter the mode for adjusting the Setpoint. A 

caption SP is shown on the lower display row and the Setpoint value is indicated on the upper row in real 

physical units. It can be changed via the keys  and  and saved by pressing the ENT key. If you press 

MODE instead of ENT you switch to the standard display mode without saving the new value. 

 

Entering a password 

In order to enter a password protected settings menu the operator needs to press simultaneously the 

keys ENT and MODE. Then the display should show 0000 where using the keys  and the operator can 

enter the required password and then press ENT. If the password is correct a caption PASS will appear. 

 

Editing a parameter 

 

After entering successfully a corresponding password the operator should press MODE once more 

and enter the parameters menu. In all parameter editing menus a new value can be set using the keys  and 

and saved by pressing the ENT key. Using the key MODE the operator can traverse through all 

parameters of a selected menu without changing their values. After reaching the last parameter in a menu 

pressing the MODE key once again switches to standard display mode. 

The parameters are dynamically shown or hidden in the menu depending on the controller’s 

configuration. The full parameter configuration is shown below. Some of the parameters may not be visible 

in the menu of your device because of its current configuration. 

 

Setting a decimal point position and measurement range 

 

Press simultaneously the keys ENT and MODE and enter the password 1111. Thereby is entered the 

following menu: 

 

Caption Description Dimension Limits 

Pnt Decimal point position. Can be changed via the 

key . If a thermocouple input is selected, the 

decimal point should be either xxx.x or xxxx 

 

- 

 

rb Beginning of the measurement range Physical 

units 

-999 

9999 

rE End of the measurement range Physical 

units 

-999 

9999 
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Selecting the TC input type (only by a device with TC input) 

 

Press simultaneously the keys ENT and MODE and enter the password 2000. Thereby is entered the 

following menu:  

 

Caption Description Setting 

t td Selecting the thermocouple type: 

CA(K), J, S, L, B, E, R, T  

Changing the type by key . 

Confirmation with “ENT” 

 

***The controller will work correctly only with the thermocouple type, listed on its label and in the 

manual, within the corresponding range. 

 

 

Selecting a filter of the measured quantity and an additive correction 

 

Press simultaneously the keys ENT and MODE and enter the password 3333. Thereby is entered the 

following menu:  

 

Caption Description Dimension Limits 

Corr Additive error correction of the measured values Physical 

units 

-999 

9999 

FILt Normalized value of the exponential filter. A 

value of 1.0 means that no filtration is performed. 

- 0.01 to 1.0 

 

 

Entering PID parameters 

 

Press simultaneously the keys ENT and MODE and enter the password 2222. Thereby is entered the 

following menu: 

 

Caption Description Dimension Limits 

C Proportional Gain times -999   

9999 

ti Integration time. If ti = 0 no integration is 

performed 

seconds 0 - 9999 

td Differentiation time. If td = 0 no differentiation 

is performed. 

seconds 0 - 9999 

tn Minimum time required for energizing the 

relays 

milliseconds 0- 9999 

 

Setting the relay’s work cycle  

 

Press simultaneously the keys ENT and MODE and enter the password 1000. Thereby is entered the 

following menu: 

 

Caption Description Dimension Limits 

cicl work cycle of the relay seconds 1-60 
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Selecting zero and span of the linear current output 

 

Press simultaneously the keys ENT and MODE and enter the password 5555. Thereby is entered the 

following menu: 

 

Caption Description Dimension Limits 

ib Value of the measured quantity, for which the 

output current is equal to 4mA 

physical 

units 
-999   

9999 

iE Value of the measured quantity, for which the 

output current is equal to 20mA 

physical 

units 

-999   

9999 

 

 

Configuration of output relays 
 

Press simultaneously the keys ENT and MODE and enter the password 0001 for OUT3 or 0002 for 

OUT4. Thereby is entered the following menu: 

 

No. Caption Description Dimension Limits 

1 tYPE 

Type of the output relay: 

nonE – the relay is not in use 

OnOf – On/Off control 

AlAr – Alarm relay 

- - 

2 tP L 

Type of alarm limit: 

Lo - low 

Hi - high 

- - 

3 SP Setpoint 
physical 

units 
range 

4 hYSt Hysteresis 
physical 

units 
range 

5 t Response time delay of the relay seconds 0 – 200 

6 tErr 

What state should be entered by the normally 

open contact of the relay in case of a 

measurement error: 

oPEn - open 

CLSd - closed 

  

 

Setting parameters for the RAMP function 
 

Press simultaneously the keys ENT and MODE and enter the password 4444. Thereby is entered the 

following menu: 

 

No. Caption Description Dimension Limits 

1 rAnP RAMP function:  

YES – active 

NO – non-active 

 

- 

 

2 diFF SPStart – initial setpoint physical 

units 

range 

3 HiSt Hysteresis of the initial setpoint physical 

units 

range 

4 SPrc Increase time from SPSt up to SP seconds 1-9999 
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Starting and Stopping Auto-Tune 

 

1. The Set-Point (SP) has to be correctly entered before activation of the Auto-Tune procedure.  

2. The controlled object has to be put to work in constant conditions during the identification (without 

any load disturbances, with constant parameters, with relatively constant ambient temperature, 

constant SP, etc.). 

3. Press ENT and  simultaneously. A caption Star starts blinking on the upper display and a caption 

Auto is visualized on the lower display. Press ENT to start the Auto-Tune procedure. The LED ‘AT’ 

starts blinking. The upper display PV shows continuously the measured process value and the 

indication of SV display switches periodically between the setpoint and a caption ‘At’. Press MODE 

instead of ENT and the controller enters its basic operating mode without starting the auto-tune 

procedure.  

 

Press the ENT and  buttons simultaneously again in order to stop the Auto-Tune procedure. Caption 

StoP appears on the upper display and caption Auto on the lower. Press ENT to stop the identification 

without calculating the parameters. Press MODE (without pressing ENT) to enter the basic operating 

mode of the instrument without stopping the Auto-Tune procedure.  

 

NOTE: As ON/OFF control is implemented in the process, the PV may rise significantly during 

identification. The maximal process value that will be reached at this point should not exceed the end of the 

instrument’s measuring range. In case of reaching the end of the range, the Set-Point could be corrected to 

some lower value. The identification will take time that is very much dependent on the characteristics of the 

controlled object. If the identification procedure has been stopped before its completion, new PID 

parameters will not be computed. If an error occurs in the measurement or the instrument is switched to its 

manual control mode the identification is automatically stopped. 

 


